
Part I 
01 Sigiriya   02 Albert Einstein 
03 Isaac Newton   04 family/ School/ place of worship 
05 Associating with good friends / school/ places of worship 
06 sighing, tearing, wailing   07 Emperor Shah jahan
08 Tsunami/ floods   09 fatigue, loneliness, discontent 
10 stealing cattle, acquiring property rights
11 Misunderstanding  / Losing a claim / Denial of  aright
12 Exchange of ideas openly / presenting  views reasonably 13 sing pel kavi / paru kavi
14 prior preparation, working, according to a time schedule
15 Human mind is eased by who lesome thoughts all  unnecessary fears, suspicions and 

unwholesome feeling disappear.
16 through singing christian devotinal song, Easter songs, carols 
17 Temple, church, kovil, masjidaya  18 save time, save money
19 get brake/ singing a song/ walking 20 I.) Triumph both parties 
       ii.) Triumph for one party 
       iii.) Defeat for both parties 

Part II 
01 (i) According to Buddhist philosophy the person who has reached an advanced stage in 

mental faculties is defined as “ man ” or “ human” 
  Christianity preaches that those who have overcome the bonds of mental attachment, and 

developed their thoughts are the “ fortunate ones ”
 (ii) Sigiriya, Tajmahal, Seven wonders 
 (iii) socrates - 70 years / Isaac Newton - 86 years / Discuss their invention 
  Michael Angelo - old age    
02 (i) family, place of worship, school, community and Institutions 
 (ii) If discuss that sources, give full marks 
 (iii) Associating with good friends / Exemplary biographies / places of worship / school / Good 

books
03 (i)  Anger   trembling of lips and limbs face flushes
  sadness  sighing, tearing, wailing
  fear   running away, difficulty in talking 
  Joy  laughing, dancing, jumping, cheering 
 (ii) The condition of strain that occurs in this manner in our minds, is called mental stress 
 (iii) sing song, meditation, working time schedule, planing
04 (i) The clash entered upon by two more 
  person holding divergent view, verbally, physically or with weapons, is a conflict 
 (ii) Misunderstanding/ losing a claim/ Denial of a right/ Instance of a fraudulent experience 
 (iii) conflict situation  crisis situation  unrest  Misunderstanding  A certain incident  

Mental stress ( Giving a wrong decision / Misunderstanding / Losing a claim / Denial of a 
right / Ignoring one’s identity/ Instance of fraud)

05 (i) taking correct decision and acting on them/ proper understanding of the issue 
  Exchange of ideas openly/presenting views reasonably/Listening to the other party 
 (ii) Acting with patience with out giving in to emotions
  Listening attentively Acting sincerely without hidden expectation 
  Taking farsighted decision / Maintaining good inter - personal relations 
 (iii) Explain the revelant incident vis - a vis the needs of each party
  Identify the problem again vis-a-vis the needs of both parties 
  Both parties to get together and find as many alternative solutions as possible 
  Evaluate the solution during it’s execution 
  Choose the best alternative plan how it is to be executed 
  Evaluate each alternative 
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